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Place names convention: In all my
writing and cartography since publication

of Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú:
Our grandparents’ names on the land

(Thornton & Martin eds 2012: abbreviated
"T&M12"), I’ve used Lingít place

names whenever available, followed
by translation in italic, and IWGN

(important white guy name) in parentheses.
Example: Kadigooni X’áat’,

island with spring water (Spuhn Island).
Euro-names are typically distracting
preemptions. Where the Lingít went

unrecorded I default to the IWGN, often
acknowledging its inadequacy with a

parenthetical "(noTN?)"

In the valley that Euros named for a Confed-
erate general, the cultural atlas, T&M12, 
lists no place names. Fortunately, Cecilia 
Kunz (History) remembered the sediment-
laden river was called L'ux, silty or milky 
water (Herbert River). Cecilia and Marie 

Olson gave us no name for the glacier from 
which this river flows. But by extension, it 

seems logical to call it L'ux Sit'i, L'ux glacier.
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Preface 20190915: For almost as long as I've owned a drone, I've wanted to 
fly the L'ux Sit'i terminus. The longer I wait, the farther away that glacier gets—
both in terms of distance, and my physical abilities. Recently, at a waffle break-
fast upstairs, Marc Scholten mentioned that somebody's brushed a trail through 
the alders up onto the bedrock ridge at the top of The Flats, well flagged and 
with a fixed rope in the steepest section. It gets you within 500 meters of the 
northern terminus lobe, a distance I've been extending to lately on FPV sorties.

Turns out that blue days in mid-September have been 'traditional' for L'ux 
Sit'i and me. Cathy and I hiked out on 20060915, exactly 13 years ago, and in 
2019, Paul Kaiser and I flew over at peak cottonwood time. 

My initial goal was to create a fairly substantial vimeo tour of the L'ux water-
shed. But this document—at first just a place to help me pull my thoughts 
together for that—has turned out to be the larger effort. L'ux watershed is an 
underutilized gem of Áak'w Aaní. Here I will assemble much all raw material not 
only for the drone-visit vimeo, but any future L'ux productions.

PS, early 2020:  Just got an email from Roman Motyka requesting details 
from the collection of an interstadial wood sample that he radiocarbon-dated 
for me. It took half a day of ransacking old field notes before I located my scrib-
blings from that adventure. In cobbling-together this collection my first entry 
had been the 1989 ski trip with Cathy. Turns out the 14C trip was in 1985. And 
of course, L'ux was my personal introduction to wintering in Southeast Alaska, 
in 1977!

Scoping
Bedrock geology
On the following 3 pages I've loaded 2 maps and an orthophoto, all 
registered exactly the same for ease of comparison (toggle pdf with 
mouse wheel or keyboard arrows). After those begins the Surficial 
geology section, with another layer in the same registration. 

On page 3 I've overlaid the USGS layer for bedrock units on 
IfSAR 5m topography. Red dot on this and the following 2 maps 
is the mining exploration camp. It's located right on the contact of 
granitics (pink) and 'country rock,' (green).

Cover:  Raven's eye view of L'ux Sit'i and The Flats.  On 
September 15th, only a few cottonwoods, in lower right, 
are beginning to turn golden   ●   This image:   Braided 
channels in The Flats.
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 Bedrock from USGS
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 Ortho ArcGIS Online, nd

ESRI's wayback app, described on page 10, does not include this image. 
My ice-position lines suggest a date somewhat after 2005.

A
O

L

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/historical-imagery-on-arcgis-online/
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Surficial geology

The beautiful RD Miller surficial geology map for much of the CBJ  
(Miller, 1975) unfortunately doesn't extend this far NW. But I've adopted 
his unit types and color codes for this tracing from IfSAR topography of 
Little Ice Age moraines and interlacing outwash surfaces.

m = recent moraines  ●  r = exposed bedrock ●  oy = young outwash 
●  gm = glaciomarine deposits, ancient ●  et = emergent tidelands, 
recent  ●  md = built features.
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 2013

I recently discovered the great 
ESRI app Wayback Imagery, 

giving capture-dates for current 
and past AOL World Imagery. 
This one was on 20130727 
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 2018
As of 2020, the most recent AOL 

This one was on 20180916 
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History
Deep history
Very little is known about Tlingit use of this watershed. In 1946, when Goldschmidt, 
Haas and Kahklen collected geographical notes from Aak'w elders, William Kunz was 
the acknowledged clan leader in the paired Asx'ée—L'ux watersheds. But by that time 
a road made it possible to drive to the merged river mouths, and the Boy Scouts had 
apparently displaced most Aak'w people from the area.

The cultural atlas (T&M12) provides no name for either the river or glacier named 
by Euros in 1890 for a Confederate colonel, Hilary Abner Herbert, 1834-1919 (Orth, 
1967). Fortunately, Marie Olson's notes from Cecilia Kunz explain that the river was 
called L’oox, silty, murky water, and add a tantalizing detail:

"People from here were called lux’eidi, but they were still Aak’w kwaan. 9/27/91" (O&K92)
In the mid-1800s, when these L'eeneidí villages and camps were occupied, broad 

sandflats extended as they do today, far out from bedrock shorelines. But on high tides 
it was possible to paddle much farther far up both rivers. Channels constantly migrated 
over the aggrading (up-building) floodplain. At times the outlets of these major glacial 
rivers were quite distinct. Thus, perhaps, Cecilia's recollection of a people named for 
murky water? 

In this document, I've used more traditional spelling for L'oox, prefering L'ux.

Shallow history
Mining  A good deal has been written about Eagle River Mine and other nearby 
diggins, which I may eventually insert here. 

Homesteading  Satko & other families at the river mouth. . .  

Research  University of Minnesota ecologist Donald Lawrence pioneered the study of 
post-glacial succession at Sít' Eeti Geeyí (Glacier Bay) and Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i, Áak'w 
people's glacier, in the 1940s and 50s. I took over his repeat photography sites in the 
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1990s, by which time Don's 
cherished plots on the Valley's 
distal moraines had succumbed 
to suburban sprawl. With his wife 
Lib and territorial governor Frank 
Heintzleman, Don also ferried 
across L'ux to core trees along 
what he named Medial Creek—
an abandoned outwash channel.

Don encouraged me to advo-
cate for permanent protection 
of the Asx'ée/L'ux watersheds, 
which he considered the most 
logistically ideal remaining loca-
tion in the world for continued 
research into primary succes-
sion on deglaciated landscapes. 
He would be sad to learn about 
current prospecting camps at the 
terminus.
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 1929

Oblique aerials
This first aerial oblique is 
from the awesome early 
Navy series. 

Copy and insert the 
Austin Post oblique of 
L'ux Sit'i. There may 
be several. I remember 
one with an expanded 
toe in his book Glacier 
Ice. UAF Geophysical 
Institute catalogues all 
(?) of his aerial images, 
but only as low-res 
thumbnails. K61_3F50.
jpg on right was taken 
19610809:

https://archive.gi.alaska.edu/index.
php/austin-post-collection/k61-3

 1961
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1966
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1975

1965

Stereopairs
These can be viewed in 3D on your computer screen with a simple handheld viewer. Or, 
for better resolution, transfer to high-res tablet and view under a pocket stereoscope. 

Relatively little change in the decade between this stereopair and the earlier image on 
right.

A 1984 USFS stereopair follows in the journal for 19850416. More are created from 
drone nadirs in my 20190915 journal.
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Ground retake pair, 
2005-2017
Matt Beedle, Direc-
tor of Academics and 
Research, June 28, 2017  
https://juneauicefield.org/
blog/2017/6/28/herbert-glacier-
recession-2005-2017

Returning to the same vantage 
points each year provides 
JIRPers with a unique oppor-
tunity to document glacier 
change through repeat photog-
raphy. We've begun this effort 
during Juneau Week and look 
forward to continuing it as 
we make our way across the 
Juneau Icefield.

Herbert is one of the 
glaciers we visited this week. 
The recession and thinning 
of the glacier is quite plain, 
but a sense of scale is hard to 
grasp. Look for some JIRPers 
(multicolored jackets) stand-
ing on the bedrock knob in 
lower left of the 2017 image 
for a bit of perspective on 
the immensity of this scene. 

While the loss of ice is perhaps the main feature, I'm amazed by how rapidly alders gain 
a foothold and thrive, turning a barren landscape into a veritable jungle in a handful of 
years. Thanks to Evan Koncewicz for bushwhacking through this jungle with me to reach 
this point!

RC: Beedle's post to the JIRP blog site linked me to the following by Mauri Pelto 

RC: Nice job of reframing. Would 
be nice to have a full-resolution 

copy of this pair. Is Matt related to 
Margie?
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Landsat comparisons, 1984-2016
Mauri Pelto, Sept 14, 2016   https://blogs.agu.org/
fromaglaciersperspective/2016/09/14/herbert-glacier-retreat-alaska-1984-2016/

Herbert Glacier drains the west side of 4000 km2 Juneau 
Icefield in Southeast Alaska. It's the first glacier I visited, July 
3, 1981 during my first field season with the Juneau Icefield 
Research Program. Here we examine Landsat image changes 
from 19840817 to 20160901.

The glacier ended on the coastal plain in 1948. 1 In 1984 we 
examined the terminus, which was in the small proglacial lake 
at 150 m.  Herbert Glacier has retreated 600 m since 1984, and 
terminus width has also declined. The pink arrow indicates a 
tributary that no longer feeds the main glacier.  The retreat has 
not been enhanced by iceberg calving as with Mendenhall. 
Overall retreat is also less than Eagle Glacier. In the Google 
Earth images from 2005 and 2013 the retreat is 200 m. The 
terminus has fewer crevasses in 2013 suggesting reduced 
velocity and faster retreat to come. The annual equilibrium line 
has averaged 1,150 m from 2003-2016. By contrast in August 
1984 I skied to the top of the icefall and could see the snowline 
was at 1,000 m. This leaves the glacier with an AAR of 0.45, 
too low to sustain equilibrium, so retreat will continue. In 2015 
and 2016 the snowline rose to over 1,400 m by the end of the 
melt season, indicating two years of large mass loss, which 
will drive further retreat. The higher snow line elevation has 
been observed across the icefield

1  Hopefully Pelto means The Flats, and not the actual coastal plain, hundreds of feet 
lower. 

Clockwise:  Comparison of Herbert 
Glacier terminus position in Landsat 
images from 1984 & 2016. Red arrow 
1984 terminus, yellow arrow 2016 
terminus. Pink arrow to separated 
tributary.  ●  Transient snow line in 
Early Sept. of 2015 and 2016.  The 
snow line is at the top of the icefalls, at 
1400-1450 m.  ●  2005 Google Earth 
Image, red line is 2005 margin, yellow 
line is 2013.

Pelto et al (2013) have a paper on 
mass balance studies at JIRP
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Journals
This section will have excerpts from trip reports, sometimes several 
pages long, beginning with my first explorations in the watershed.

19771100 Herbert Camp
Preface 2020: I moved to Alaska in spring, 1977 with Kathy Yurman and a russian 
wolfhound named Farley. We settled in Wrangell for the summer, but by fall it was obvi-
ously not the place for a left-leaning hippie. While Kathy headed east to visit family, I ferried 
up to Juneau in search of a place to set up my wall tent for the winter. I chose the 1847 
moraine, about halfway out Herbert Glacier trail to the glacier. 

Here are some selected journal entries. In those early days of notetaking my literary 
taste was embarrassing, and subject matter less ecological than psycho-sociological. 
Better described as narcissistic diary than observations of nature. But what'dya expect 
from a 27-yr-old hippy, about to be dumped by his girlfriend?

Sometime in November: (Didn't learn to 
routinely date my journal entries until 1979)

Sitting in the Glacier Tent in the rain. Almost 
all my gear soaked. Walked 6 miles through bog 

and soaked moss in sneakers carrying 80 lb pack. 
Rain changed to snow just before sunset at 5:09. Also 

5 miles with just summit sack (emergency bivy bag) to 
borrow a candle from Tom Schmidt at scout camp, and see 

what the news was. If I can just get a place out of the rain where I can stand 
up with an airtight I'll be sitting pretty. But not so pretty right now. 1 

Two days later:  Huddled in the wall tent door watching what may be 
the first permanent snow pile up on top of my soaked down jacket, hatchet, 
saw, cagoule, army bag, summit sack, cooking gear, etc. No hope of a fire in 
this weather. Guarding the remaining dry clothes, so can't leave the tent until 
snow lets up. An opportunity, I guess, to do some profound thinking. It is very 
beautiful out there. 

Back from a town trip: Real grind getting in with another 80 pounder & 

1 2020: In 1977 I was coming off 4 years of camping through winters in the Sierra, Wyoming and Idaho 
in heated wall tents. I was a skilled backcountry woodsman, but a little intimidated by the wetness of the 
rainforest. 

Left: The dog in this drawing was not mine—that'd be the borzoi Farley, above. It was an 
afghan named Dane that I babysat for friends. Today, I'm a dog-agnostic, but in the late 
1970s I was really into sight hounds—the group of dogs also including salukis & grey-
hounds who hunt not by nose but by sprinting after sighted prey. 

I think I drew Dane rather than Farley in the window seat because I had visions of 
anonymously publishing something about winter camping, and didn't want to include my 
ridiculously identifiable wolfhound. Both Dane and Farley were males. 

Farley stood a hand higher, and Dane was usually smart enough not to challenge him—
even when running together which usually tips a sighthound over into throat-ripping mode. 
If I jogged with them they were fine. But once, riding a bicycle top speed, I noticed there 
was a velocity above which they just couldn't restrain themselves, and a fight would ensue.  
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no skis. Snow knee-deep in the open. Dark just as I arrived—fortunate timing. 
I'm not exhausted at all though. Tomorrow, fetch the tarps from the trailhead, 
and try skiis for the first time. 

Then, must get in some decent dry firewood. Next, interior construction can 
proceed leisurely

1978 ~feb?
Temp ~0oF last night, and hardly above 12o all day. I've had the stove low. 
Temp inside usually hovers around 60o but just now I packed the airtight 
full—a little luxury never hurt anybody. Today I explored the Y-shaped 
clearing that leads from the Glacier Trail (below beaver pond) to Herbert 
River. Hard-packed snow generally excellent for traveling. In places I broke 
through, not wearing snowshoes, but this only emphasized the overall reliabil-
ity of the snowpack. 

At the river I took out my scope, dressed warmly, and sat on my summit 
sack to look for goats. Even Goat Mountain was hazy and the ridge below 
'Canine Peak' (5,294) almost entirely hidden in cloud. Blues of the glacier 
were intensified by the overcast. No animals.

Hiked back to the trail and followed it to the highest moraine-top it crosses 
and sat on a cushion of grass overlooking the terminus, gloriously thrown-
up icefall. Two walls lean apart at the heart where the deepest crevasse is 
darkest blue. Wind chopped the sound of falling water into pulses, uneven 
ones. I imagined a wooly mammoth thrashing in the alders and willow—the 
mammoth and forest together advancing on land the glacier evacuated.  

1978 ~ early march?
Back in camp. No fire today. Temp ~40oF the whole time; outside 32o, light 
rain falling on the tarp, sometimes stops briefly but the clouds and mist moves 
slowly overhead in stately inevitability. Left the door open for the wolves.

This morning around 10am, they commenced singing between me and Goat 
Mountain. I went out to pee and listen awhile, then got cold and retreated to 
the sleeping bag with my head near the door and wool hat rolled up to uncov-
er my ears. Wolves are good singers-in-rain, mourning and plaintive. Are they 
talking to the dogs? Sang for 20 minutes pretty close-by, then moved on.

Later in the day they started up again, this time to the south. Regular, short 
calls—a high one usually answered by a low one. Seemed to be on the move, 
maybe hunting, signaling each other. 2

Now it's night and they're settled down near Herbert River. Other sounds 
today were raven croaks and rasps, and a high musical beep-beep-beep like 
the backup noise of earth movers. 3 Also heard a blue grouse drumming, too 
far from the last one to be the same bird, which means 2 males are flapping 
away at each other in early March. 4  Something's in the air! 

2  I heard wolves frequently and close-by during that first winter in L'ux valley. In retrospect that in itself is 
curious; it was neither a great prey location nor likely travel corridor. Can't find any notes about this, but I 
think it was sometime in March that their normal calls shifted to something more eerie and (maybe this is 
revisionist?) seductive. Dane's owners had retrieved him and I was by then alone with wolfhound Farley. 
His normal reaction to wolfsong was to stand closer to me, as any sensible dog should do. But that night, 
he disappeared. Something musical, or more likely olfactory, overcame his better judgement.

Next morning, Tom Schmidt, caretaker of the scout camp, showed up with him, greatly relieved 
that I was okay. Farley had appeared at his door, bleeding somewhere on the side of his face—I don't 
remember exactly. As best we could reconstruct, he'd gone courting and was rebuffed. Couldn't find any 
local life history dates but stands to reason that with a gestation of 70 days and birth, say, in May, that 
estrous should come in March.   

3  2020: just asked Cathy what this description might have refered to and she suggested saw whet owl. 
Makes sense; they start singing in early spring, and have a steady and sometimes mechanical-sounding 
repetition that could remind a non-birder of a backup warning. 

I can't find any written record of it, but, in early spring, 1978, I was also initially puzzled by the song of 
a varied thrush while hiking the lower Herbert trail. Seems odd that I didn't already know it, because I'd 
arrived at Wrangell in May the previous year, so must have heard plenty. But I can still today, 42 years 
later, remember that weird, watered-down whistle.

4 Coming from the northern rockies I was familiar with ruffed grouse, who create a sound quite like the 
vocalizations of Alaskan hooters, by flapping their wings.  
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Fortuitously, USFS commissioned 
this photography in August of the year 
before my spring visit—one of several 

historical aerials I've georeferenced over 
current imagery, then used to trace white 
terminus position lines. Today's snout is 
well beyond the right side of this frame. 

Interstadial deposit sketched on next 
page lies between 1982 & 84 ice lines. 

It's the slightly darker smudge circled in 
red. Yellow line is my gps track from a 

2019 visit, ascending a gully on the roche 
where brushing has been done and fixed 

lines placed. The sample site is now 
overgrown by alder but could still be relo-
cated. Hard to make sense of topography 

in this 2D view, so the same scene's 
presented in stereo, next page.  

 1984

Judging from ice position lines, 
the redcircled collection site 

emerged around 1983.
Coordinates of sample site: 

58.536508  -134.69236

19850403 Herbert 
interstadial site
Preface March, 2020  Roman Motyka 
just asked for lat-longs and description 
of the site where I took a wood sample 
for him from an en-situ stump, 35 years 
ago. Finally found the entry in my notes, 
copied next page, from an early April 
walk in 1985. 

Hiked back to Herbert Glacier. My 
first solo visit since winter of 1977-
78! R.3 MOC. 1

1  MOC = medium elevation overcast. Not 
positive about the R.3. Maybe means it was 
raining about 30% of the hike? 

●  Snowshoe sign common throughout the hike. Trailhead, 
and in open areas in the alluvial forest. All lichen flats had 
sign, and the cottonwood forest near the kettle pond. But I 
didn't see sign in pure alder-willow closer to the ice. Perhaps 

they need conifer for cover, from both predators and 
snow. 

●  Snow depths quite variable along the trail, but in 
general, I noticed a counterintuitive decrease in depth 
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 1984

Right: Stereopair for the sample site in the year prior to our my spring visits. 
North is rotated left, in concordance with flight direction, as well as the sketch 

map above. As with same view on preceding page, the site is circled in red.  My 
sketch map shows a pond that isn't present on the stereopair. Perhaps it was 

uncovered in the subsequent year? 

moving closer to the glacier.
In the outwash forest downvalley from 

LIA-max moraine, ~2-ft under canopy gaps, 
zero at trunk bases, average ~8 inches. On the terminal 
moraine, average ~18 inches, with only the larger trees >10" 
diameter melted at their bases. This continues to the hummocky 
1847 moraine where snow cover is uneven. Continuing, trees are 
smaller, so snow averages 2 ft. 
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1910-23 lichen flat snow is deepest of transect, ~3 ft.  Few trees with 
exposed bases, even though craters averaged 10". The 1948-surface alders 
have little snow, restricted to the depression, partly cause they're south-facing 
and wind exposed.  The outwash plain has almost no snow, probably from 
flooding. Water's very low, some snow-on-ice in the braided channels.  The 
roches at the terminus are completely snow free except in pockets of concave 
topography. Rock surfaces mostly unvegetated, from high heat-absorption.  

19850416 Return with David Job
Back to Herbert Glacier with photographer DJ. HOC, occasional blue patches.

●  First varied thrush song at Eagle Beach, which turned out to be 
common all the way to glacier and back. Really sudden onset; not just a 

couple birds but everybody chiming in.
●  David says this time last year he saw 4 trumpeters in flight at the 

terminus
●  Cored a spruce on terminal moraine, ~1765 surface according to 

Lawrence. Missed center, but got about 145 rings, 90 cm at core, ~ breast 
height. Very tight rings between 64&72 yrs, again at 100-120 years. This was 
the largest tree in the area. If Don was finding colonization within 3 to 7 years 
of deglaciation, where are all the early arrivals? 2

●  We staggered through waist-deep snow in the 1910-25 lichen flat to 
reach the cottonwood stand on east side of Cottonwood Roche. I was interest-
ed to see how snow depths compared to elsewhere, and to look for evidence 
of snapped spruce to test the Lawrence hypothesis.

Snow averaged ~2 feet under POTR as opposed to ~3 feet in the lichen flat.
More consolidated though. We rarely punched through, as we did with every 
other step out in the open. Snow may persist longer in the cottonwood grove. 
Less than half of trunk-craters are melted down to ground. Healthy spruce 
are coming up through the POTRs, but none >25cm. No snapped seedlings or 
saplings in my cursory check. But it's interesting there are no spruce as old as 
the dominant POTR. I wonder at which age Don feels snow damage is most 
telling. We circled back to the trail over the roche. On the north side we did 
find one small area where several spruce were snapped from snow loading. 
Snow depths were no greater though, and canopy here was young spruce!

PS: I have 3 slides taken by David on this site. Two are context views and 
one is a closeup of shrub or sapling stems still rooted in a crevice in the 
granodiorite. They're copies of his original 35mm slides, scanned, on next 
page. 

2  PS 2020: Thinking more about this, and how sites develop right up against the terminus for the 
first decade after emergence, there aren't a hell of a lot of spruce seedlings, and 99% of em probably 
die. I wonder how accurate Lawrence's estimated surface ages were on the earliest, pre-1800 
moraines? 
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Photos by David Job, 19850416. I brought him back with me after the 0403 discovery partly 
because I didn't own a camera until 1988. Left: Standing for scale on the largest shattered log on 
upvalley side of the lower roche. ●  Above: Six-inch scale. Proof that much of the material is in 
original growth position; not dragged down from higher in the valley. I have no notes about this 
but probably Roman asked me to collect from an en-situ location like this one. Did I bring a saw? 
Can't remember. 
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From upvalley roche 
looking southwest 

through the basin to 
valley floor. Compare 
previous sketch map. 

Two dark masses of 
organics and shattered 

wood are being 'rinsed' 
out of lodgement till 

within just a few years 
of deglaciation.  

Thick soils and identifi-
able moss fragments 

indicate these patches 
are almost entirely in 
growth position—not 

only the occasional 
crevice-rooted stem 

cluster as in previous 
close-up.  Large pieces 

of interstadial wood 
may be carried long 

distances by ice entrain-
ment, but not nearly-

intact communities like 
these. 
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19890417 Skied up with Cathy
The Herbert was one of our favorite places to ski, in the early years after Cathy joined me at the 
scout camp. In those colder winters, it was often safe to ski right up the river. This was taken 
with my first camera, a Minolta like Dad's that he gave me on their 1988 visit.

First of 4 very roughly equivalent photos. None were inten-
tionally taken for repeat photography, so photopoints diverge 
widely. Collectively they span 30 years of glacial recession 

as seen from ground level in the upper valley.
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19910513  L'ux  (Herbert)
Starting in the mid 1980s I hiked to the glacier from 
Methodist Camp with huge numbers of Harborview 
elementary kids and their teachers and parents. This was 
one of the foundational activities leading to creation of 
Discovery Southeast. But because I didn't own a camera 
until 1988, it was awhile before I actually documented 
one of these expeditions. As it turned out, this was not 
one of the original classes who'd made this a rite-of-
passage since before my involvement (Homan-Maier-
Baxter-Campbell), but the younger teacher Patrick 
Moore. Pat also accompanied our teacher expedition to 
Glacier Bay in 1991.

Above:  Four-slide panorama, 
I think from from Picnic Rib.  

Right:  Same photopoint? But 
shows more of the foreground.  

We no longer lunch here 
because it's overgrown, and 

more importantly, cut off by a 
river channel. To retake many 
of these photos, I should pack 

the raft in next time 

I'd forgotten the sorted sand. 
Not a moraine.  Kame? How 

did this form?
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Harborview teacher Patrick 
Moore with his class on 

Lunch Ridge, May 13 1991. 
This would be impossible to 

retake precisely today without 
a drone to put up 20-feet or 

so, because alders have colo-
nized the till.

Cover of this journal has a 
similar photo of Patrick and his 

class with a fuller span of the 
glacier behind. 
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This'd be a fun one to redo. 
Taken with telephoto lens 
from picnic ridge. These have 
less distortion than wider 
angles and are more condu-
cive to perfect rematches.
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Stereo from the highway 
bridge.  Great for appreciat-

ing the amount of incision 
that's taken place here. We 
like to blame the formation 

of a lake in Áak''w Táak 
for sediment trapping and 
subsequent downcutting 

of that channel in its lower 
reaches. But in the valley 

of L'ux, that's happened 
without any large lake 

formation.
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19980420  L'ux, 
visiting teachers
Preface 2020: In April and 
May, 1998, I had a heavy 
load of outdoor adventures 
for Discovery. Here and 
following are sketches of just 
3 of them, for Kelly Tons-
meier's teachers—this team 
of fit 30-somethings from 
LA—middle schoolers, and 
high schoolers, respectively. 
Yet another cool class was 
Art&nature co-instructed with 
Kathy Hocker at Eagle Beach 
on a weekend in mid-May. 
Can't seem to find slides, 
notes or drawings from that 
one. No surprise, I guess, 
given how busy the spring 
was.

I'd forgotten that Kelly, 
standing on left, accompa-
nied us. I have no pictures of 
him near the ice. Maybe he 
turned back here, just before 
we started our scramble up 
the hill to the left?
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 1991

Slidemount note on next page says: = 911624"  so I must have brought along this slide for an intentional 
retake. 
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 1998

Retake of 911624.  Toggle against preceding page to compare. 
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Left:  Gives a good sense of scale for the 
terminus area. My first time actually touching 
the ice of L'ux was probably on 19850416, 
when I walked the edge out with David Job.  
This was the next and probably last time. 
Because  recession and intervening roaring 
outwash has since made the snout pretty 
inaccessible.  (hmmmm, but see notes on 
next page . .  . ) 

Right:  Slidemount caption: "dangerous 
drink." But probably not as risky as alcohol.
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Looks like maybe we climbed early, to 
swing around uphill of the uncrossable 

outwash torrent. Is this route too brushy to 
attempt today?
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On September 15th, before the trail was upgraded for bicycles, Cathy and I hiked to the 
flats, and scrambled aways up the north-side canyon. More pics follow from that visit. But 

first, toggle between this page and next, to see 13 years of recession. 2006
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On September 15th, 13 years to the day after the preceding view, 
Cathy and I biked to the flats. A side channel has cut off access 

to Picnic Rib, so this is far north of previous retakes. 2019
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Cathy and I hiked out on Sept 15, and managed to get closer to the glacier than I'd been since the 
1998 teachers' scramble.
16  Boulder flat  Wasn't running a track on this walk, and older cameras didn't 

have gps. So I'm a little puzzled as to exactly where we ended up. 

20060915 Snout granitics

 16
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12  North wall pano  Goat Mountain on left; 'The Canine' on right. 
35  Same, farther upvalley  We can almost always find goats spread out 

along this ridge.

 12

 35
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 21`
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 25`
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When cottonwoods and subalpine Fauria were peaking, Paul & I flew a long loop up to 
Daxanáak and back

61  1948 position  Top end of this lake was just coming out of the ice in the '48 Navy aerials (p7).

 61

20120902 Air tour
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 65

65  Alluvial flats  Interesting how raw this flat has remained.
67  Mine camp  Koren has flown in here to survey flora.
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 74

74  Terminus  Thinning over steep bedrock, will probably 
see rapid retreat in next few years. (2020: I measure an average of 
about 100 yards melt-back between 2013 and 2018 orthos.)  
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20170226 Winter flight
Flew again for the sesquicentennial retrospective project. Light was chal-
lenging, so these images have been pretty heavily tweaked in photoshop. 

  Moraines  Shadows accentuate the terminal and recessonals 26
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 33   Pretty darned low snow for late February
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20190915 Droning
Cathy and I biked to the outwash flat and cast about for the brushed route 
Marc Scholten recently told us about. After one false start, on a steeper flagged 
climb, we found the mellower one with a fixed rope, and hopped over to a nice 
launch site only a quarter mile from the terminus.

On this undated aerial from ArcGIS Online, I've copied in the 6 flight logs, 
numbered f1 through f6. 
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 01
 0201  Goat Mt  Just inside the 1845 moraine. Tough lighting 

that I wasn't able to happily remedy in photoshop. Pretty cool 
reflections though. 

02  Marginal ponds  Marshy beaver system near the 1910 
ice position. 
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 03

 08

03  Granite roche  North edge of the outwash flats.
08  Launchsite pano  One branch of the flagged route Marc told us about dead-

ends in a little pocket against the river. We could have forked left and scrambled 
around to an outwash flat farther upstream. But this seemed close enough for a flight 
over the terminus. Someday we'll have to come back and check out the rest of the 
bushwack. 
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 f1b  st-f1b

f1b  Falls  f1 = flight#1. Nice lighting in my video, skim-
ming the falls. Kicks up pretty heavy mist in the steepest 
section.

st-f1b  Launch site  Yellow circle on left image, right 
above the river, is where I flew from. We could also have 
climbed the most barren part of the roche, paralleling the chan-
nel, to get farther upstream. 
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 f1b

 f1

f1d  Bilobed  Terminus splays into a pair of thinning lobes that'll be 
gone in a few years.
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 f1i

 st-f1a

f1i  Campsite  Didn't notice em in FPV during the flight, or 
I'd have descended for a better look. Paired fire rings can also be 
seen in the adjacent 3D pair

st-f1a  Stereobraids  Nice view of lumpy, 'intestinal' 
moraine ridges in upper right. Rotated relative to photo 11.
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 stitch2stitch2   Context 
for preceding detail 
views, stitched in 
microsoft ICE from 
a video pass. Launch 
site in lower left. 
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 f2c

 f2

f2c  Upriver oblique  Launched again from 
same channelside bench but this time flew first 
downstream. Then turned for this view NNW.
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 st-f3a

 f3

st-f3a  Flagged route  
Flight 3 was from the base of 
old 'picnic rib,' no longer a 
lunching option due to chan-
nel cutoff. I took off from the 
sandflat and flew back up to 
our scramble face, at top of the 
stereopair. As shown on our 
track, below, we first tried a 
false route up the middle. 

Also on the 2018 ortho is a 
point clicked roughly where 
David Job and I found the 
interstadial deposit in 1985. 
It'd be cool to go back and 
rephotograph that site. How 
much soil washed away? 

 2018
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 f3b

Weathering  Recently exposed bedrock is paler. Would be 
useful to learn speed of darkening. Some is from vegetation but 
not on steeper faces. Learning speed of colorchange would allow 
estimates of retreat speed from breadth of pale 'bathtub ring.'
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 stitch2
Outwash flats  Picnic rib on the left, is now cut off by a side channel. 

From a long nadir video pass.
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 f4a

 f4

 stitch5
ICE-pan  I don't do this often enough. From a stationary position, slowly 

pan right, then turn into a panorama in ICE. Photopoint is roughly at the blue 
dot on f4 flight log.

Moving back downvalley, I launched several more times, gathering video 
to tell the story of post-glacial succession. For context of these flights, see the 
master-ortho. I superimposed the flightlogs in yellow. 
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 f4b

 st-f4a

f4b  Beaver pocket  Surface age is about 100 years. But 
these spruces don't look nearly that old. I guess there's a pretty 
long delay before establishment.

st-f4a  Beaver stereo  Active dredging in that deepest 
channel. Suspended silt, probably from within the past few 
hours.
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 stitch7

 f5

ICE-pan  Another panorama from a slow right pan. Stretched a bit verti-
cally. From launch at the 1845 recessional pond, which shows in the follow-
ing stereopair. 
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 f6a

 st-f5a

f6a  Flew for a bit above the trail to give a sense of the 
150-yr old understory. 

st-f5a  Launch site from trail in upper left. 
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Appendices
Script
2020: hmmmmm. looks like i intended to make a video from this 
lovely day's flight collections, Sept 2019. Certainly there's plenty of 
background historical material to add from the scoping section of this 
pdf. . . Winter project, I guess. 

LingÍt place names 
Asx'ée, twisted tree (dam) (Eagle River)
Asx'ée Sít'i, silty water glacier (Eagle Glacier)
L'ux, silty, milky water (Herbert River)
L'ux Sít'i, silty water glacier (Herbert Glacier)
Lingít Aaní
Áak'w Aaní
Xxxxxx, xxxx (xxxxx)
á é í ó ú
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